Case Study
Diageo exemplar for canteen waste
Organisations involved: Diageo Northern Ireland, Glenfarm Holdings Ltd

The Challenge
Diageo’s environmental policy specifies the operation of a
sustainable business and to cause no long-term degradation of
natural resources. In recent times, challenging corporate
environmental objectives have been set including the diversion of
waste from landfill. Recycling is actively encouraged throughout the
site. Although Diageo were making steady improvements year on
year they were experiencing difficulty finding viable recycling
processes for some of their specialist waste streams. Canteen food
wastes, though not a significant amount, when landfilled generates
methane, a greenhouse gas 21 times as potent as carbon dioxide.

The Solution

Above: Getting the message across

A review of the waste streams at the Diageo Marshall’s Road Plant showed that approximately 10 tonnes per annum of canteen food
waste was being disposed to landfill. Diageo was introduced to rendering company Ulster Farm by-Products Ltd by NISP.
A relationship was formed resulting in the segregation of canteen food wastes for treatment by Ulster Farm by-Products Ltd, where it is
rendered producing by-products suitable for use as green fuel.

The Results
Additional Sales: £400
Businesses Assisted: 2
Cost Savings: £400
Landfill Diverted: 10T
Virgin Materials: 10T

Our Involvement with NISP has given us a great
networking and benchmarking opportunity. This has not
only enhanced our environmental performance but has
allowed us to develop partnerships with other local
businesses, which have proven to be beneficial from both
business and cost perspectives.

Joanne Doak
Compliance Manager
Diageo Global Supply, Belfast

NISP Northern Ireland
Tel: +44 (0) 845 094 9511
E-mail: northernireland@nisp.org.uk
Or visit www.nisp.org.uk

About NISP
Connecting Industry, Creating Opportunity
NISP is a business opportunity programme which develops mutually profitable links between companies from all industrial sectors so that
under used resources such as energy and water, and/or materials from one company can be recovered, reprocessed and
re-used by
others.
The programme uses actual business opportunity as the mechanism for encouraging resource efficiency and its holistic approach sees it
actively dealing with ALL resources including water, energy, materials, logistics, assets and expertise.
NISP is the world’s only national industrial symbiosis programme, and its success here in the UK demonstrates that industrial symbiosis
has the potential to significantly reduce industrial and commercial waste and comprehensively lessen the adverse environmental impacts
of business.

Driven by Business
NISP is unique in that it is a business-led programme, responding directly to the needs of business, whatever sector that may be. It is
delivered via 12 regional offices throughout the UK, each of which works with a business advisory group comprised of key industry
representatives. This group assists the regional offices to ensure the strategic direction of the programme is right for each respective
region.

Free Membership
NISP is funded through Defra’s funding for business resource efficiency, the Scottish Government, Welsh Assembly Government, Invest
Northern Ireland and selected regional development agencies. Because of the way that it is funded, membership of NISP is FREE for all
UK businesses, regardless of size, turnover or sector. 10,000 companies are already working with the programme. These include
companies such as Shell UK and Lafarge Cement, as well as entrepreneurs and SMEs (which make up over 80% of NISP’s membership).

Partnerships with Purpose
Developing partnerships with purpose is a contributing factor to the continuing success of NISP. The Environment Agency, Resource
Efficiency Knowledge Transfer Network, and the Local Government Association each share a unique working relationship with NISP. The
programme also works closely with a host of industry trade associations and organisations such as the Chartered Institute of Waste
Management and the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment.

Our Results
In its first three years (April 2005–June 2008) NISP helped its members achieve significant economic and environmental results, including:
Generating £136 million additional sales in industry
Saving businesses over £108 million
Attracting £111 million in private investment
Diverting 3.8 million tonnes of business waste from landfill
Reducing CO2 emission by 4.5 million tonnes
Creating nearly 800 jobs and safeguarding over 1,200 others
Reducing industrial water use by 9.2 million tonnes

Case Study
A New Industry In The Limelite
Organisations involved: Bio Waste Solutions Ltd, John Carson Innovations Ltd, North Lincolnshire
Council

The Challenge
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With early input from NISP Yorkshire and Humber, it became clear
that Category 3 food / animal wastes, lime dusts and other nutrients
and binder materials were prevalent and problematic in Northern
Lincolnshire and thus JCI Ltd set about developing a new industry
which used such materials as feedstock.

The Solution

Above: Limelite will bring many benefits to agriculture
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Adding fertiliser to farmland requires a constant investment by farmers of consumable materials, labour and equipment. As farmers face
constant pressure on their finances, the prospect of the development of a slow-release lime-based fertiliser which can be applied via a
single pass once every 4th year represents a potentially significant capital saving.
A full-scale site is in development which will be able to accept a wider variety of materials rich in N, P or K and will even be able to accept
the digestate stream from the various Anaerobic Digestion facilities planned across the region. This facility is targeted to produce around
10,000 tonnes in 2010 with additional facilities in future.

The Results
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Additional Sales: £500,000
CO2 Reduction: 2,886 tonnes
Jobs Created: 24
Landfill Diverted: 1,000 tonnes
Private Investment: £100,000

NISP Yorkshire & Humber
Tel: +44 (0) 845 094 9509
E-mail: yorkshirehumber@nisp.org.uk
Or visit www.nisp.org.uk

This is an exciting new industry venture that will divert
food industry and kiln product waste from landfill into an
innovative and advantageous range of niche horticultural
and agricultural product markets.

John Carson
Director
JCI Ltd

About NISP
Connecting Industry, Creating Opportunity
NISP is a business opportunity programme which develops mutually profitable links between companies from all industrial sectors so that
under used resources such as energy and water, and/or materials from one company can be recovered, reprocessed and re-used by
others.
The programme uses actual business opportunity as the mechanism for encouraging resource efficiency and its holistic approach sees it
actively dealing with ALL resources including water, energy, materials, logistics, assets and expertise.
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has the potential to significantly reduce industrial and commercial waste and comprehensively lessen the adverse environmental impacts
of business.

Driven by Business
NISP is unique in that it is a business-led programme, responding directly to the needs of business, whatever sector that may be. It is
delivered via 12 regional offices throughout the UK, each of which works with a business advisory group comprised of key industry
representatives. This group assists the regional offices to ensure the strategic direction of the programme is right for each respective
region.

Free Membership
NISP is funded in England by Defra as part of its package to help businesses to improve resource efficiency and reduce waste. The
programme is also funded by the Scottish Government, Welsh Assembly and Invest Northern Ireland. Due to the way NISP is funded,
membership of NISP is FREE for all UK businesses, regardless of size, turnover or sector.
Over 12,000 companies are already working with the programme. These include companies such as Shell UK $'+)6$;$"(#)!#2#'%<)$*#88)$-)#'%"#:"#'#,"-)$'+)LNO-)D*3&>3)2$7#),:)01#")PBQ)0;)@5LJF-)2#2/#"-3&:G?

Our Results
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Generating £151 million additional sales in industry
Saving businesses over £131 million
Attracting £116 million in private investment
Diverting 5.2 million tonnes of business waste from landfill
Reducing CO2 emission by 5.2 million tones
Creating and safeguarding over 2216 jobs
Reducing industrial water use by 9.4 million tonnes

www.nisp.org.uk

Recipe for packaging success
As a Farmhouse cheese-maker
we were keen to ensure that any
packaging waste generated through
our operation was recycled, but
finding a suitable company was not
always easy. NISP quickly enabled
us to link our waste packaging to
the relevant recycling company
Anthony Barber, Operations Director,
AJ & RG Barber

The Challenge

RESULTS

NISP INTERVENTION

Due to the strong residual odour
associated with the wooden boxes that
AJ & RG Barber employs for the ageing of
its Farmhouse Cheddar cheese product,
it had proved difficult to find a company
willing to accept the material for recycling.
As a result, 120 tonnes of boxes, and lids
with metal handles were being sent to
landfill every year once the cheese inside
was ready for sale.

• 120 tonnes of wood waste was
diverted from landfill per year,
resulting in a saving of 120 tonnes of
virgin material
• A reduction of 36 tonnes per annum
of CO2 was achieved
• AJ & RG Barber gained a significant
amount of on site space, which had
previously been used for storage

AJ & RG Barber initially contacted NISP
at a workshop, where it requested help
to find a solution for waste pallets. The
waste cheese boxes soon emerged as
a problem material, so once a processor
had been identified for the pallet waste,
NISP began approaching wood recycling
firms to assess the opportunities for
diverting the boxes from landfill.
Due to the strong odour of the material,
a number of recyclers refused to accept
the material. Eventually, however, NISP
approached Mendip Woodshavings,
which agreed to blend the waste with
other material. Since the two companies
already had a working relationship, the
waste material was transported on return
journeys from the site, thus saving on
transport costs.

COMPANY BACKGROUND
THE SOLUTION
A solution to the problem arrived in the
form of Mendip Woodshavings, which
already supplied AJ & RG Barber with
farm products such as animal bedding.
Mendip Woodshavings was able to
collect the used cheese boxes on its
return journeys, saving Barber the cost
of both transportation and landfill gate
fees, and freeing up a substantial area of
the site which had previously been used
for storage. The boxes were then mixed
with other material to produce odour-free
wood shavings.

AJ & RG Barber has been making
cheese in Somerset since 1833. It also
owns operates a herd of dairy cows
from its Maryland Farm, to supply milk of
consistent quality for cheese making.
Mendip Woodshavings produces wood
shavings and sawdust for use as animal
bedding. Incoming feedstock is fed into
a granulator which shreds the material at
speed before removing any metal fraction
found in the wood.

An international solution to a UK waste
problem
ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED
Bayer Cropscience Ltd and the Environment Agency

DESCRIPTION
Bayer Cropscience Ltd is one of the world’s leading crop science
companies, manufacturing a wide range of crop protection products for use
in agricultural and domestic applications. Their site in Widnes, Cheshire
manufactures globally competitive products and generates over 2000
tonnes/yr of sodium bromide by-product. This arises as an aqueous solution
containing some organic compounds and is currently sent for landfill
disposal.
The company had been aware of a number of options to deal with this issue covering both commercialisation and recovery of all or
part of the sodium bromide. The recovery option involved a link with a sister site in France. Part of the sodium bromide waste could
be sent to France where there are processing facilities that could recover the bromine. The company asked NISP for help in
exploring the regulatory issues involved in trans-frontier movement of materials that, despite having economic value, are
categorised as wastes. NISP referred this to the member of staff at the Environment Agency who sits on the Project Advisory
Group, who arranged for relevant specialists to work with Bayer Cropscience to explore these options. This input has been of value
to Bayer and has helped them reach a decision. This will result in shipment of the sodium bromide waste to France for bromine
recovery commencing later in the year and so allow the Widnes site to avoid part of this costly waste disposal problem.

ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•

500 tonnes/yr diverted from landfill disposal for recovery
£ 20k annual disposal costs avoided

CONTACT DETAILS
NISP North West – 0161 886 2400, northwest@nisp.org.uk
Dave Berrill, NISP National Programme Manager – Tel: 0121 766 4563

NISP, Unit F7 The Arch, 48 – 52 Floodgate Street, Birmingham B5 5SL
t: 0121 766 4560 f: 0121 772 3781

NISP | National Industrial Symbiosis Programme

Case Study - All Puffed up with Pastry Power
Organisations involved: Andigestion and Apetito

NISP’s South West team cooked up an exciting An agreement was quickly reached between the companies
had clear benefits for both parties, including reduced waste
synergy between two of its members that not that
disposal costs, increased sales and a reliable source of waste for
only generated carbon dioxide savings of more the Andigestion plant.
than 6,500 tonnes but has also collectively saved
The Results
the companies £60,000.
Apetito Ltd based in Trowbridge, is a leading supplier of frozen
food and catering solutions all over Europe. In a drive to improve
waste management on its site Apetito contacted the NISP South
West team to help identify an alternative disposal route for its pastry
waste that was being sent to landfill.

• Carbon dioxide reduced: 6,842 tonnes
• Cost savings: £60,000
• Diversion from landfill: 1,700 tonnes
• Virgin materials saved: 2,800 tonnes

Andigestion Ltd operate a plant at Holsworthy in Devon where they
generate electricity by treating a range of organic waste streams
through an anaerobic digestion process. Andigestion was keen to
increase electricity production at the site and contacted NISP to
source additional streams for input into the plant.
The NISP team’s knowledge of regional resource streams and
flows led them to foster a link between the two companies having
identified that Andigestion would be an ideal outlet for the waste
produced by Apetito.
Subsequent negotiations between the companies highlighted that
Andigestion could help Apetito with some of its other waste streams
such as animal by-products and process effluent in addition to the
pastry waste.

Right: Andigestion plant, Holsworthy
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A fruitful collaboration
ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED
Terra Nitrogen (UK) Limited
John Baarda Ltd

SUMMARY
NISP North East is working with members Terra Nitrogen (UK) Limited and John
Baarda Ltd in a fruitful collaboration which sees a record breaking 38 acre
greenhouse in Billingham growing tomatoes all year round, creating 65 new jobs
and diverting 12,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions.

BACKGROUND
Terra Nitrogen is part of Terra Industries Inc, a leading international producer of
nitrogen products and methanol. Looking for alternative ways to use its byproducts, the company teamed up with Humberside fruit and vegetable grower
John Baarda Ltd to provide the infrastructure to supply and deliver utilities to the
38 acre site.
The £15 million greenhouse, the largest in the UK, will grow over 300,000
tomatoes a year to be sold on to retailers such as Tesco and Sainsbury. The
site will use more than 12,500 tonnes of CO2, a by-product of Terra’s nearby
manufacturing site, significantly reducing the company’s emissions. Steam from
the plant will also be used to heat the greenhouses. In addition, Terra Nitrogen
will supply electricity to the greenhouses, ensuring Baarda benefits from specially agreed low rates, enabling them to produce tomatoes
throughout the winter, providing a real boost for British agriculture as tomatoes would normally be imported from Spain during the
colder months.

THE NISP CONNECTION
NISP worked with Terra Nitrogen to identify alternative ways to use by-products of the company’s manufacturing plant.
NISP liaised with the two companies, both members of the NISP North East Programme, to ensure the project’s feasibility in terms of
development of technology and implementation of infrastructure.

ACHIEVEMENTS
!
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!
!

65 new jobs created
Reduction of 12,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions
Successful reuse of waste heat
£3 million private investment in region

NISP, Unit F7 The Arch, 48-52 Floodgate Street, Birmingham B5 5SL
t: 0121 766 4560 f: 0121 772 3781

